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In this paper we prove the main abstract results stated in Part I J. Math. Anal.
.Appl., in press . Taking advantage of such results we prove the existence and
uniqueness of a time and space-dependent relaxation kernel in an integrodifferen-
 .tial parabolic equation related to cylindrical domains of the form V s a, b = V ,2
V being a smooth enough domain in Rn. Q 1997 Academic Press2
1. INTRODUCTION
w xSince this paper is the completion of 2 , we only recall the basic
assumptions and definitions which are strictly necessary, and we refer the
reader to the previous paper for more details. For the convenience of the
w xreader we also restate the inverse problem already discussed in 2 related
to open bounded sets of cylindrical type V s V = V , where V and V1 2 1 2
denote, respectively, an open interval in R and a smooth open bounded set
in Rn. Explicitly, we consider the following identification problem: find
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w x w xtwo functions u: 0, T = V ª R and h: 0, T = V ª R satisfying the1
equations
t
D u t , x , y s B x , D u t , x , y q B y , D u t , x , y q h ty s, x .  .  .  .  . . Ht 1 x 2 y
0
= B x , D u s, x , y q B y , D u s, x , y ds q f t , x , y .  .  .  . .1 x 2 y
w xt , x , y g 0, T = V = V 1.1 .  .1 2
u 0, x , y s u x , y , x , y g V = V 1.2 .  .  .  .0 1 2
w xu t , x , y s 0, t g 0, T , x , y g ­ V = V j V = ­ V .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
1.3 .
w xf y u t , x , y dy s g t , x , t , x g 0, T = V , 1.4 .  .  .  .  .H 1
V2
w x w xwhere f : 0, T = V ª R, u : V ª R, g : 0, T = V ª R, and f : V ª R0 1 2
are prescribed functions. Moreover, the linear differential operators
 .  .B x, D and B y, D are uniformly elliptic and act on different ¨ari-1 x 2 y
ables. They are explicitly defined by
2
1. hB x , D s a x D 1.5 .  .  .1 x 2yh x
hs0
n n
2. 2. 2.B y , D s a y D D q a y D q a y . 1.6 .  .  .  . .  2 y h , k y y h yh k h
h , ks1 hs1
 .  .We assume B x, D and B y, D to be uniformly elliptic in V and1 x 2 y 1
w x  .  .V , respectively. In 2 with the specific identification problem 1.1 ] 1.42
 .we have associated the following slightly more general abstract version
w xrelated to a Banach space X : find a function u: 0, T ª X and an operator
w x  .H: 0, T ª L X satisfying the equations
t
u9 t s B q B u t q H t y s B q B u s ds q f t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2 1 2
0
w xt g 0, T 1.7 .
u 0 s u 1.8 .  .0
w xF u t s G t , t g 0, T . 1.9 .  .  . .
The specific properties to be enjoyed by B , B , f , u , F, G are reported in1 2 0
Section 2.
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The paper has been organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall some
w xbasic assumptions and restate the main results in 2 as Theorems 2.1 and
2.2. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Finally, in Section 4 we
prove an existence and uniqueness result for the specific problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.4 .
2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND PROOF OF
THE MAIN RESULT
 .For any fixed pair of Banach spaces X and X we denote by L X ; X1 2 1 2
the space of all bounded linear operators endowed with the uniform norm.
 .  .We also set L X ; X s L X . We now endow with the graph norms1 1 1
 .  .the domains D B ; X of the linear closed operators B j s 1, 2 .j j
 .  .Further, we assume that B : D B ª X j s 1, 2 are sectorial operatorsj j
 .with resolvent sets r B , respectively, related to six constants v g R,j j
 .  .u g pr2, p , M ) 0 j s 1, 2 such thatj j
 .  .  <  . < 4H1 r B > S s l g C; l / v , arg l y v - u ;j u , v j j j j j jj j
 . 5 .y1 5 < <y1H2 l I y B F M l y v ;l g S ;L  X .j j j j j j u , vj j
 .  .  .  .H3 there exists a pair m , m g r B = r B such that1 2 1 2
 . ..  . ..D m I y B m I y B s D m I y B m I y B and1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
m I y B m I y B s m I y B m I y B ; .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
 .  . ..  . ..H4 D m I y B l I y B ; D m I y B m I y B ;l g2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1
 .r B ;1
 .  . ..  . ..H5 D m I y B l I y B ; D m I y B m I y B ;l g1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
 .r B ;2
 .  .  .H6 r B q B contains a real number m ) max 0, v q v .1 2 1 2
We also assume that the following conditions hold:
 .   ..   .   ..H7 F g L X ; L X l L D B ; L D B ;1 1
 . w x  x  .H8 B F u s F B u ;u g D B ;1 1 1
 . w x w xH9 HF u s F Hu ;u g X, ;H g K;
 .   ..H10 H g L D B and B H s HB ;H g K;1 2 2
 .  .H11 F B u q B u y mu is invertible in K for some m g1 0 2 0 0
  . .  . w max 0, v q v , q` and its inverse operator L u [ F B u q1 2 0 1 0
.xy1B u y mu belongs to K.2 0 0
 .   .We recall that K denotes a closed subalgebra in L X l L D B l1
 ..D B .2
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w xIn Section 5 in 2 we have shown that our identification problem
 .  .1.7 ] 1.9 is equivalent to the following fixed point problem, where
A s B and A s B y m I: determine a pair1 1 2 2 2
z , K g W s , p 0, T ; X = W s , p 0, T ; K .  .  . .  .
such that
z s S z , K [ z t q c z , K y c A f 9, K q c K .  .  .  .  .1 0 1 1 2 2
q c A f 9, K y c EA A q A u , K q c z , K q c z .  .  .  . .3 2 3 2 1 2 0 3 4
q mc w q 1) z , K q mc w q 1) z , K 2.1 .  .  .1 0 3 0
K s S z , K [ K q F 1) z L u q c K , 2.2 .  .  .  .  .2 0 0 5
 .where function z and operators E, K , c j s 1, . . . , 5 are defined by0 0 j
E t [ F f 9 t y G0 t y mG9 t 2.3 .  .  .  .  . .
K t [ F w y G0 t q A G9 t q F f 9 t L u 2.4 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .0 0 1 0
z t [ A q A e t A1e t A2 w .  .0 1 2 0
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2q A q A e e A f 9 s y f 9 t ds .  .  .H 1 2 2
0
q e t A1e t A2 A f 9 t y e t A1e t A2 K t A q A A u 2.5 .  .  .  .2 0 1 2 2 0
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2c z , K [ y A q A e e .  .H1 1 2
0
s t
= K s y s z s ds y K t y s z s ds ds .  .  .  .H H
0 0
2.6 .
t  tys. A  tys. A1 2c K [ y A q A e e .  .H2 1 2
0
= K s y K t ds A q A A u 2.7 .  .  .  .1 2 2 0
tt A t A1 2c z , K [ e e K t y s z s dsL u 2.8 .  .  .  .  .H3 0
0




c K [ K t y s E s dsL u . 2.10 .  .  .  .  .H5 0
0
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We now list our assumptions on the data
f g W s , p 0, T ; D B l D B l W 1qs , p 0, T ; D B .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 2 0 2
2.11 .
u g D B l D B l D B q B B , u satisfies H11 2.12 .  .  .  .  . .0 1 2 1 2 2 0
G g W 2qs , p 0, T ; L X l W 1qs , p 0, T ; D B 2.13 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0 1
w g D s q 1rp9, p l D s q 1rp9, p 2.14 .  .  .0 B B1 2
w g D s y 1rp, p l D s y 1rp, p if s g 1rp, 1 , 2.15 .  .  .  .1 B B1 2
where T is a fixed positive number and0
w [ B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0 2.16 .  .  .  .0 2 1 2 0
w [ B q B y mI B y mI .  .1 1 2 2
= B q B y mI u q f 0 q B y mI f 9 0 .  .  .  .1 2 0 2
y F B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0 .  .  .  .2 1 2 0
yG0 0 q B G9 0 q F f 9 0 L u .  .  .  .41 0
= B y mI B q B y mI u . 2.17 .  .  .2 1 2 0
Then we list the consistency conditions related to our problem
w xF u s G 0 2.18 .  .0
B q B y mI G 0 q F B u q f 0 s G9 0 . 2.19 .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 0
 .  .We now denote by G and G m m g R , respectively, the space of ourq
admissible data and its subset defined by
y1
G m s f , G , u g G : F B u q B u y mu F m . .  .  . 50 1 0 2 0 0 K
2.20 .
Further, as far as unknowns are concerned, we introduce the following
w .Banach spaces, where s g 1, q` :
s , p s , pU B , B q B s W 0, T ; D B .  .  . .2 1 2 2
sy1, plW 0, T ; D B q B y mI B y mI . 2.21 .  .  .  . . .1 2 2
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w xFinally, we restate the main theorems in 2 :
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let f , G, u g G for some T ) 0, p g 1, q` , and0 0
 .  4  xlet s g 0, 1 _ 1rp . Then there exists T* g 0, T such that for any0
 x  .  .  .T g 0, T* problem 1.7 ] 1.9 admits a unique solution u, H g
2qs , p . s , p . .U B , B q B = W 0, T ; K .2 1 2
 x  .THEOREM 2.2. For any m ) 0 and T g 0, T* the map f , G, u ª0
 .  .  .  .u, H , where u, H is the unique solution to problem 1.7 ] 1.9 , is bounded
 .i.e., maps bounded sets into bounded sets and is Lipschitz continuous from
 . 2qs , p . s , p . .G m into U B , B q B = W 0, T ; K .2 1 2
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are based on the lemmas and
w xtheorems proved in Sections 2 and 3 in 2 .
3. SOME BASIC RESULTS CONCERNING THE DIRECT
 .  .PROBLEM 1.7 , 1.8
We begin by proving the following Lemma 3.1.
 . s , p . .LEMMA 3.1. For any s g 1rp, 1 and K g W 0, T ; K the follow-
ing estimates hold true:
y1r p s
s , p5 5 xK 0 F c s , p t max 1, t K ; t g 0, T .  .  . W 0 , t . ; K .K 16
3.1 .
5 5 1 1r p9 s 5 5 s , p w xK F c s , p t max 1, t K ; t g 0, T .  .L 0 , t . ; K . W 0 , t . ; K .17
3.2 .
1ys 1ys sp s , p5 5 . .t K F c s , p t max 1, t KL 0, t ; K  .  . W 0 , t . ; K .18
w x; t g 0, T . 3.3 .
s , p . .  xProof. First, with any K g W 0, T ; K and any t g 0, T we asso-
s , p . .  .  .ciate the function K g W 0, 1 ; K defined by K s s K st . Whencet t
and from the well-known estimate
s , pK 0 F c s , p K 3.4 .  .  . . .W 0, 1 ; Kt 19 tK
 .we easily obtain 3.1 .
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 .  . w x In order to derive 3.2 it suffices to use 3.1 , Lemma 3.5 in 2 with K
 ..replaced by K y K 0 , and consider the inequalities
t
s ys15 5K s s s K s y K 0 ds q t K 0 .  .  .L 0 , t . ; K . H K K
0
y1rp9 sq1r p9F s p9 q 1 t .
1rp
t pys p= s K s y K 0 ds q t K 0 .  .  .H K K /0
sq1r p9
s , p< <F c s , p t K q t K 0 .  .W 0 , t . ; K . K20
w x; t g 0, T . 3.5 .
 .  . w xFinally, 3.3 is implied by 3.1 , Lemma 3.5 in 2 , and the inequalities
1ys 1ys ysp p . . pt K F t K 0 q t t K y K 0L 0, t ; K  .  . . .  . .L 0, t ; K L 0, t ; K
y1rp 1ysq1r pF 1 y s p q 1 t K 0 .  . K
s , p< < xqtc s , p K ; tg 0, T . 3.6 .   .W 0 , t . ; K .21
In order to prove an existence and uniqueness theorem for the direct
 .problem 2.1 we need to introduce the complete metric spaces
s , p s , p 5 5 s , pW m [ K g W 0, T ; K : K F m 4 .  . . W 0 , T . ; K .1 1
 4s g 0, 1 _ 1rp . 3.7 .  . .
THEOREM 3.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 be fulfilled. Then for
s , p .   .  4.  .each fixed K g W m s g 0, 1 _ 1rp , Eq. 2.1 admits a unique1
s , p . .  xsolution z g W 0, T ; X for e¨ery T g 0, T .0
Before proving the present theorem, from now on we agree to point out
the dependence of the constants, appearing in our proofs, on T only,
unless we need to stress the dependence on different parameters such as
 .the norms of data cf. e.g., Lemma 3.2 .
w xProof. First we note that, according to Theorems 2.7]2.9, 3.1 in 2 , and
  .. Lemma 3.1 for the specific case s g 1rp, 1 , operator S defined in1
 .. s , p . . 2.1 maps the Banach space W 0, T ; X into itself recall definition
 . w x.  . s , p . .2.38 in 2 . Then we assume s g 0, 1rp , z , z g W 0, T ; X and1 2
consider the identity
S z , K y S z , K s c z y z , K q c z y z , K .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 1
q m c 1) z y z , K . .1 2 1
qc 1) z y z , K q c z y z . 3.8 .  .  . .3 2 1 4 2 1
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w x  .  .  .From Theorems 2.7]2.9 and 3.1 in 2 and definitions 2.6 , 2.8 ] 2.10 we
w xget the following estimates, where t g 0, T :
s , p s , pc z y z , K q c z y z , K .  . . .  . .W 0, t ; X W 0, t ; X1 2 1 3 2 1
< < s , pq m c 1) z y z , K . .  . .W 0, t ; X1 2 1
s , pq c 1) z y z , K . .  . .W 0, t ; X3 2 1
s , pF c T K ) z y z .  .  . .W 0, t ; X22 2 1
1r p9.2 5 5 pF c T T K . L 0 , t . ; K .22
 .1r p p9
t p p9
s , p= z y z ds 3.9 .H  . .W 0, tys ; X2 1 /0
s , pc z y z .  . .W 0, t ; X4 2 1
21r p9. q1r p 5 5 2F c T T L u F u .  .  . . .K D A qA A23 0 0K 1 2 2
 .1r p p9
t p p9
s , p= z y z ds . 3.10 .H  . .W 0, tys ; X2 1 /0
 .  .  .  xFrom 3.7 , 3.9 , 3.10 we obtain the following inequality, where t g 0, T :
s , pS z , K y S z , K .  .  . .W 0, t ; X1 2 1 1
p5 5 5 5 2F c T K q L u F u .  .  . . .L 0 , T . ; K . K D A qA A24 0 0K 1 2 2
 .1r p p9
t p p9
s , p= z y z ds . 3.11 .H  . .W 0, tys ; X2 1 /0
w x mFrom Corollary 3.1 in 2 we deduce that S is a contraction mapping for1
 w x.large enough m. As a consequence cf. 7, p. 103 , for any fixed K g
s , p . .  . s , p . .W 0, T ; K , Eq. 2.1 admits a unique solution z g W 0, T ; X
 .when s g 0, 1rp .
 .We now consider the case s g 1rp, 1 . First we note that every solution
s , p . .  .   .  ..z g W 0, t ; X to Eq. 2.1 takes on the initial value cf. 2.5 ] 2.10
z 0 s A q A w q A f 9 0 y F w y G0 0 q A G9 0 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 0 2 0 1
qF f 9 0 L u A Bu [ z . 3.12 .  .  . . 0 2 0 0
s , p . . sy1r pw x . In fact, owing to the imbedding W 0, T ; X ¨ C 0, T ; X cf.
w x.8, Corollary 26 , we easily conclude that the convolution E) z belongs
sy1r pw x . p . .to C 0, T ; X for any E g L 0, T ; K and any z g
sy1r pw x .  .C 0, T ; X . In particular, E) z t ª 0 in X as t ª 0. Using well-
 .known results for Holder continuous functions, from Eq. 2.1 and defini-È
 .  .  .tions 2.3 ] 2.10 we easily derive Eq. 3.12 .
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 .Consequently, we can look for our solution z to Eq. 2.9 in the
complete metric space
s , pX s z g W 0, T ; X : z 0 s z . 3.13 4 .  .  . . 0
 .  .  .We observe that vectors c z y z , K , c z y z , K , c z y z , K can1 2 1 3 2 1 4 2 1
 .  .  .be estimated via Theorem 3.1 as the analogous vectors in 3.9 ] 3.10
1ys  . w xsince the term related to t K in 3.3 in 2 vanishes, according to the
 .  .equation z 0 s z 0 .1 2
Consequently, Sm turns out to be a contraction mapping for large
 w x.enough m. As a consequence cf. 7, p. 103 , for any fixed K g
s , p . .  . s , p . .W 0, T ; K , Eq. 2.1 admits a unique solution z g W 0, T ; X
 .when s g 1rp, 1 .
According to Theorem 3.1 we can now introduce the operator W which
 .associates with any quadruplet K, f , u , G the solution z to problem0
 .2.1 . Symbolically we write
W K [ W K , f , u , G s z . 3.14 .  .  .0
 xLEMMA 3.2. Operator W satisfies the following estimates for any t g 0, T
s , p .   .  4.and any pair K , K in W m s g 0, 1 _ 1rp ,1 2 1
s , pW K , f , u , G F c T , m , f , u , G 3.15 .  .  . . .W 0, T ; X0 25 1 0
s , pW K y W K .  .  . .W 0, T ; X2 1
s , pF c T , m , f , u , G K y K , 3.16 .  . . .W 0, T ; K26 1 0 2 1
 .  .where c , c depend on the norms of f , u , G pointed out in 2.11 ] 2.15 .25 26 0
 .  .Proof. From 2.1 it follows that z s W K satisfies the following
w xinequality for any t g 0, T :
5 5 s , pz W 0 , t . ; X .
s , p s , pF z q c z , K . . .  . .W 0, t ; X W 0, t ; X0 1
s , p s , pq c A f 9, K q c K .  . . .  . .W 0, t ; X W 0, t ; X1 2 2
s , pq c A f 9, K .  . .W 0, t ; X3 2
s , pq c E A q A A u , K . .  . .W 0, t ; X3 1 2 2 0
s , p s , pq c z q c z , K .  . . .  . .W 0, t ; X W 0, t ; X4 3
< < s , p s , pq m c 1) z , K q c 1) z , K .  . . .  . .W 0, t ; X W 0, t ; X1 3
< < s , p s , pq m c w , K q c w , K . .  . . .  . .W 0, t ; X W 0, t ; X1 0 3 0
3.17 .
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 . w xAssume first s g 0, 1rp . From Theorems 2.7, 2.9 in 2 we deduce the
estimate
s , p5 5 s , pz F g t q c T K ) z .  .  . .W 0 , t . ; X . W 0, t ; X27
s , p5 5 5 52q L u F u 1) z .   .. .K W 0 , t . ; X .D A A qA0 0K 2 1 2
 .1r p p9
t p p9
p s , p5 5 5 5F g t q c T K z ds .  . L 0 , T . ; X . H W 0 , s. ; X .28  /0
1r p5 5 2q c T L u F u T .  .   .. .K D A A qA29 0 0K 2 1 2
 .1r p p9
t p p9
s , p5 5= z ds , 3.18 .H W 0 , s. ; X . /0
where
s , p s , pg t [ z q m c T A f 9 .  . . .  . .W 0, t ; X W 0, t ; X0 1 30 2
2 s , pq m c T u q m c T A f 9 .  . . . .  . .D A qA A W 0, t ; X1 31 0 1 32 21 2 2
s , pq E A q A A u .  . .W 0, t ; X1 2 2 0
w xs , pq c T m w , tg 0, T . 3.19 .  . . .W 0, t ; X33 1 0
If we now set
5 5 s , pp p9 w xP t s z , t g 0, T 3.20 .  .W 0 , t . ; X .
 .  .from 3.18 and 3.19 we deduce the integral inequality
t w xP t F c T , m , f , u , G 1 q P s ds ; t g 0, T , 3.21 .  .  .  .H34 1 0  /0
 . p p9y1 w  . p p9  . p p9xwhere c T , m , f , u , G [ 2 max g T , c T , m , f , u , G34 1 0 35 1 0
and
c T , m , f , u , G [ c T T 1r p9m .  .35 1 0 28 1
5 5 2q c T T L u F u . 3.22 .  .  .  .. .K D A A qA29 0 0K 2 1 2
 .Applying Gronwall's inequality to P, from 3.21 we derive the estimate
5 5 s , pp p9z s P t F c T , m , f , u , G exp c T , m , f , u , G T .  .  . .W 0 , t . ; X . 34 1 0 34 1 0
[ c T , m , f , u , G . 3.23 .  .36 1 0
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 .Analogously, when s g 1rp, 1 , we get
5 5 s , pz W 0 , t . ; X .
5 5s , pF g t q c T K ) z q c T L u F .  .  .  . . . KW 0, t ; X1 37 38 0 K
s , p5 52= u 1) z  .. . W 0 , t . ; X .D A A qA0 2 1 2
5 5 s , pq c T m 1) z . W 0 , t . ; X .39 1
 .1r p p9
t p p91r p9
s , p5 5F g t q c T m T z ds .  . H W 0 , s. ; X .1 40 1  /0
1ys p . .q t K q c T m zL 0, t ; K  .41 1 0
5 5 2q c T L u F u .  .   .. .K D A A qA42 0 0K 2 1 2
 .1r p p9
t y1p p9 2ys
s , p5 5= T z ds q 2 y s T z . .H W 0 , s. ; X . 0 /0
3.24 .
 .Lemma 3.1 and 3.24 yield the integral inequality
t w xP t F g t q c T , m , f , u , G P s ds ; t g 0, T , 3.25 .  .  .  .  .H1 43 1 0
0
where c is a function with the same properties as c .43 34
Reasoning as above we derive the estimate
5 5 s , pp p9z s P t F c T , m , f , u , G exp c T , m , f , u , G T .  .  . .W 0 , t . ; X . 44 1 0 44 1 0
[ c T , m , f , u , G . 3.26 .  .45 1 0
 .  .  .Finally, from 3.21 and 3.26 we derive 3.15 with
c T , m , f , u , G s max c T , m , f , u , G , c T , m , f , u , G . .  .  . .25 1 0 34 1 0 45 1 0
3.27 .
 .In a similar way we can prove 3.16 .
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2.1. First we replace z by W K in 2.2 . Conse-
quently, we get the following operator fixed-point equation for K :
K s N K [ K q F 1)W K L u q c K . 4.1 .  .  .  .  .0 0 5
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 .  .Taking advantage of 3.15 , 3.16 we can show that N is a contraction
s , p .mapping from the complete metric space W m into itself for any1
 .  4s g 0, 1 _ 1rp .
First we observe that N satisfies the estimates
s , p s , pN K F K .  . .W 0, T ; K  . .W 0, T ; K0
5 5 s , pq L u F 1)W K .  .  . .K W 0, T ; K0 K
s , p5 5q L u K ) E . W 0 , T . ; K .0 K
 4if s g 0, 1 _ 1rp . 4.2 .  .
w xFrom Theorem 3.1 in 2 and Lemma 3.1 we get
s , p1)W K F Tc s , p c T , m , f , u , G .  .  . . .W 0, T ; K 12 25 1 0
if s g 0, 1rp 4.3 .  .
s , p1)W K F c s , p Tc T , m , f , u , G .  .  . . .W 0, T ; K 12 25 1 0
y1rp 2ys .r pq 2 y s T m z if s g 1rp, 1 4.4 .  .  .1 0
5 5 s , p 1r p9 5 5 s , p 5 5 pK ) E F c T K EW 0 , T . ; K . W 0 , T . ; K . L 0 , T . ; K .12
1r p9 5 5 pF c s , p T m E L 0, T ; K if s g 0, 1rp 4.5 .  .  .  . .12 1
5 5 s , pK ) E W 0 , T . ; K .
5 5 1 5 5 s , pF c s , p K E .  L 0 , T . ; K . W 0 , T . ; K .12
1ys p . .q t K E 0L 0, T ; K  . .K
1r p9 1ys
s , p5 5F c s , p m T E q T E 0 .  . .W 0 , T . ; K . K12 1
if s g 1rp, 1 . 4.6 .  .
 .  .From 4.2 ] 4.6 we deduce that the nonlinear operator N maps the
s , p .   .  4complete metric space W m into itself for any s g 0, 1 _ 1rp, 1 , if1
T is chosen to be a solution to either of the following inequalities, where
 .T is the constant appearing in 2.13 :0
5 5s , pK q L u F c T , m , f , u , G c s , p T .  .  . . . KW 0, T ; K0 0 25 1 0 12K0
1r p9 5 5 pq c s , p T E m F m if s g 0, 1rp 4.7 .  .  .L 0 , T . ; K .12 1 1
5 5s , pK q c s , p L u F .  . . . KW 0, T ; K0 12 0 K0
y1rp 2ys .r p= Tc T , m , f , u , G q 2 y s T z 0 .  .  .25 1 0
q c s , p m L u .  .12 1 0 K
1r p9 1ys
s , p5 5= T E q T E 0 F m if s g 1rp, 1 . .  .W 0 , T . ; K . 1
4.8 .
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 . s , p .Assume now that s g 0, 1rp and K , K is any pair in W m . Then1 2 1
from the equation
t
N K t y N K t s F W K s y W K s dsL u .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H2 1 2 1 0
0
q c K y K t , t g 0, T .  .  .5 2 1
we get
s , pN K y N K .  .  . .W 0, T ; K2 1
5 5 s , pF L u F 1) W K y W K .  .  . .K  . .W 0, T ; K0 2 1K
s , pq L u K y K ) E . 4.9 .  .  . . .W 0, T ; K0 2 1K
w xFrom Theorem 3.1 in 2 and Lemma 3.2 we easily deduce
s , p1) Q K y W K .  . .  . .W 0, T ; K2 1
s , pF Tc s , p c T , m , f , u , G K y K 4.10 .  .  . . .W 0, T ; K12 26 1 0 2 1
s , pK y K ) E .  . .W 0, T ; K2 1
1r p9
p5 5 s , pF c s , p T E K y K . 4.11 .  .L 0 , T . ; K .  . .W 0, T ; K12 2 1
 .  .Consequently, from 4.9 ] 4.11 we derive the estimate
s , pN K y N K .  .  . .W 0, T ; K2 1
5 5F c s , p L u F Tc T , m , f , u , G .  .  . K12 0 25 1 0K
1r p9
p5 5 s , pqT E K y K . 4.12 ..L 0 , T . ; K .  . .W 0, T ; K2 1
 . w xFinally, let us consider the case s g 1rp, 1 . From Theorem 3.1 in 2 and
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 we easily deduce the following estimates for any pair
s , p .K , K g W m ,1 2 1
s , p1) W K y W K .  . .  . ..W 0, T ; K2 1
s , pF c s , p T W K y W K .  .  .  . .W 0, T ; K12 2 1
y1rp 2ys .r pq 2 y s T K 0 y K 0 .  .  .2 1 K
F c s , p Tc T , m , f , u , G .  .12 26 1 0
y1rp 1ys .r p s
s , pq 2 y s T max 1, T K y K 4.13 .  .  . . .W 0, T ; K2 1
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s , pK y K ) E .  . .W 0, T ; K2 1
1r p9
p5 5 s , pF c s , p T E K y K . L 0 , T . ; K .  . .W 0, T ; K12 2 1
1ys p . .q t E K 0 y K 0L 0, T ; K  .  .2 1 K
1r p9 5 5 pF c s , p T E . L 0 , T . ; K .12
y1rp 1ys .r p 1r p9
s , p< <q 2 y s T E 0 q T c s , p E .  .  . W 0 , T . ; K .K 16
s
s , p=max 1, T K y K . 4.14 .  . . .5 W 0, T ; K2 1
w xOwing to Lemma 3.5 in 2 , we have
1ys p . .t E L 0, T ; K
1ys ys
p pF t E 0 q T t E y E 0 .  . . .  . .L 0, T ; K L 0, T ; K
y1rp 2ys .r p
s , p< <F 2 y s T E 0 q Tc s , p E . .  .  . W 0 , T . ; K .K 16
4.15 .
 .  .  .From 4.8 and 4.13 , 4.14 we deduce that the operator N is a contrac-
tion mapping if T is chosen to be a solution to the inequalities
1r p9 1r p5 5c s , p T L u F c T , M , f , u , G T .  .  .K12 0 26 1 0K
p5 5q E - 1 if s g 0, 1rp 4.16 .  .L 0 , T . ; K .
y1rp1r p9 1ys .r p
p5 5c s , p T E q 2 y s T E 0 .  .  .L 0 , T . ; K . K12
1r p9 s
s , p< <qT c s , p E max 1, T - 1 if s g 1rp, 1 . .  .  .W 0 , T . ; K . 516
4.17 .
 .To complete the proof we observe that the systems of inequalities 4.7 ,
 .  .  .4.16 , and 4.8 , 4.17 admit positive solutions if we choose m s1
5 5 s , p 2 K . More exactly, there exists T* ) 0 depending on theW 0, T .; K .0 0
 ..  .norms of the data and s , p for which the sets of the solutions to 4.7 ,
 .  .  .  .4.16 and 4.8 , 4.17 contain the open interval 0, T* .
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For the lack in space we limit ourselves to
observing that our continuous dependence result can essentially be proved
using the same arguments as in the proof of the previous theorem. In fact,
 .  .it suffices to consider two pairs of data f , G , u j s 1, 2 and thej j 0, j
 .corresponding solutions u , H and write down the related equations forj j
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 .the difference vector u y u , H y H , taking into account that the2 1 2 1
 .  .  .functions K and z j s 1, 2 , defined by Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 , respec-0, j 0, j
tively, continuously depend on the data with respect to the norms pointed
 .  . w xout in 2.11 ] 2.15 by virtue of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 in 2 , where we
interchange the roles of H and K.
5. AN APPLICATION
 . nLet V s a, b and let V be an open, bounded set in R with1 2
2 1.  .boundary ­ V of class C . Further, let a h s 0, 1, 2 and2 h
2. 2. 2.  .a , a , a : V ª R h, k s 1, . . . , n be functions, respectively, inh, k h 2
3 4 5 6 .  .  .  .  .C V and C V , if s g 0, 1rp , and in C V and C V , if1 2 1 2
 .s g 1rp, 1 . Moreover, such coefficients are required to satisfy
1.a x G n ; x g V , .0 1 1
n
22. n< <a y h h G n h ; y g V , ;h g R , 5.1 .  . h , k h k 2 2
h , ks1
where n and n are positive constants.1 2
 .Then the linear differential operators B and B defined by 1.5 and1 2
 .1.6 are uniformly elliptic in V and V , respectively.1 2
 .  .We now observe that the explicit problem 1.1 ] 1.4 can be rewritten in
 .  .the abstract form 1.7 ] 1.9 if we choose as X the Banach space
X s L p V ; W 1, p V 5.2 .  . .2 0 1
and equip it with the norm
1rp
p
1 , pp 1 , p5 5f s f ?, y dy . 5.3 .  . .W VL V ; W V .. H 12 1  /V2
 .We note that Eq. 1.1 contains the convolution with respect to t of the
 .functions h and B q B u, which depend also on the spatial variable x.1 2
p .So, when we choose a Banach space of type L V ; W , we must be2
 .careful that W be an algebra, otherwise Eq. 1.1 may have no meaning.
We also note that for this reason we cannot choose the standard space
p .W s L V .1
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Then we define
D B s u g L p V ; W 2, p V .  . 1 2 1
lW 1, p V : B u g L p V ; W 1, p V 5.4 .  .  .4.  .0 1 1 2 0 1
D B s u g W 2, p V ; W 1, p V l W 1, p V ; W 1, p V 5.5 .  .  .  . 4 .  .2 2 0 1 0 2 0 1
B u s B u , u g D B , j s 1, 2, .j j j
Bu s B u q B u , u g D B l D B . 5.6 .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .We observe that the domains D B and D B are dense in X, since1 2
` .they contain C V = V , which is dense in X.0 1 2
Our basic task in this section consists in reformulating the abstract
 .  .  .condition H1 ] H11 cf. the beginning of Section 2 in terms of member-
ships in usual Sobolev spaces.
 .LEMMA 5.1. Operators B and B satisfy assumption H3 for any pair1 2
 .  .  .m , m g r B = r B . Moreo¨er,1 2 1 1 2 2
D B y m I B y m I .  . .1 1 2 2
s D B y m I B y m I s u g L p V = V : D bDau .  .  . . 2 2 1 1 1 2 y x
p < <g L V = V , 0 F a F 3, 0 F b F 2, .1 2
u s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V .  .1 2 1 2
B u s 0 on ­ V = V ; m , m g r B = r B . 5.7 .  .  .  .41 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .COROLLARY 5.1. Operators B and B satisfy assumptions H5 , H5 .1 2
 .  .Proof of Corollary 5.1. Assumptions H4 , H5 are trivially satisfied,
 .  .since the right hand side in 5.7 is independent of the pair m , m g1 2
 .  .r B = r B .1 2 2
 .Proof of Lemma 5.1. If we denote by V V ; V the Banach space1 2
 .defined in the right hand side in 5.7 , we easily derive the inclusion
 . w . .xV V ; V ; D B y m I B y m I , since u s 0 on ­ V = V implies1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
B u y m u s 0 on the same set.2 2
w . .xConversely, assume that u g D B y m I B y m I . Then1 1 2 2
f [ B u y m u g W 3, 0. , p V ; V 5.8 .  .2 2 1 2
u s 0 on V = ­ V ,1 2
B B u y m B u s B u y m u s 0 on ­ V = V , 5.9 .1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
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3, 0., p .  p . a p .where W V ; V s u g L V = V : D u g L V = V , 0 F1 2 1 2 x 1 2
4 w xa F 3 . Then, for any fixed integer a g 0, 3 , we consider the solution
0, 2., p .  p . b p .u g W V ; V s ¨ g L V = V : D ¨ g L V = V , 0 Fa 1 2 1 2 y 1 2
< < 4b F 2 to the Dirichlet problem
B u y m u s Da f in V = V , u s 0 on V = ­ V . 5.10 .2 a 2 a x 1 2 a 1 2
In order to prove that u s Dau we consider the following equations,a x
` .where c is any function in C V :0 1
B y m I Dac x u x , y dx .  .  .H2 2 x
V1
aa as D c x f x , y dx s y1 c x D f x , y dx .  .  .  .  .H Hx x
V V1 1
as B y m I y1 c x u x , y dx , y g V 5.11 .  .  .  .  .H2 2 a 2 /V1
aa0 s D c x u x , y dx s y1 c x u x , y dx , y g ­ V . .  .  .  .  .H Hx a 2
V V1 1
5.12 .
 .  .  .Since m g r B , from 5.11 , 5.12 we deduce the following identity valid2 2
` .for a.e. y g V and for all c g C V :2 0 1
aaD c x u x , y dx s y1 c x u x , y dx. 5.13 .  .  .  .  .  .H Hx a
V V1 1
Hence we derive the equation Dau s u a.e. in V = V for any integerx a 1 2
w x b a p 1, p ..a g 0, 3 . We have thus proved that D D u g L V ; W V for anyy x 2 1
 . < <pair a , b such that 0 F a F 3, 0 F b F 2.
Since the differential operators B and B commute, from the first and1 2
 .third equation in 5.9 we derive that for a.e. x g ­ V the function1
 .  .¨ x, ? s B u x, ? solves the Dirichlet problem1
B ¨ y m ¨ s 0 in V , ¨ s 0 on ­ V . 5.14 .2 2 2 2
 .Hence, we conclude that, for any m g r B , B u s 0 on ­ V = V .2 2 1 1 2
 .Finally, from the first and second equation in 5.9 we deduce that for
 .  .a.e. x g ­ V and any m g r B also the function u x, ? solves the1 2 2
 .Dirichlet problem 5.14 . This implies u s 0 on ­ V = V , that is, u s 01 2
 .  .on ­ V = V j V = ­ V . This, along with B u s 0 on ­ V = V ,1 2 1 2 1 1 2
implies that the condition B B u y m B u s 0 on ­ V = V is auto-1 2 2 1 1 2
matically satisfied.
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w . .xWe have thus shown the inclusion D B y m I B y m I ;1 1 2 2
 .V V ; V and, as a consequence, the equation1 2
D B y m I B y m I s V V ; V .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .  .for any pair m , m g r B = r B .1 2 1 1 2 2
w . .x  .We now prove the equality D B y m I B y m I s V V ; V . As2 2 1 1 1 2
far as the boundary conditions are concerned, we note that u s 0 on
 .  .­ V = V j V = ­ V and B u s 0 on ­ V = V easily imply u s1 2 1 2 1 1 2
 .  . b a p .B u s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V . Since D D u g L V = V1 1 2 1 2 y x 1 2
 < < .   .  ..  .0 F a F 3, 0 F b F 2 , we conclude cf. 5.4 , 5.5 that V V ; V ;1 1
w . .xD B y m I B y m I .2 2 1 1
w . .xConversely, assume that u g D B y m I B y m I . Then2 2 1 1
g [ B u y m u g W 0, 2. , p V ; V 5.15 .  .1 1 1 2
u s B u s 0 on ­ V = V , B u y m u s 0 on V = ­ V , 5.16 .1 1 2 1 1 1 2
0, 2., p .  p . b p .where W V ; V s u g L V = V : D u g L V = V , 0 F1 2 1 2 y 1 2
< < 4b F 2 .
b a p 1, p ..Reasoning as above we can prove that D D u g L V ; W Vy x 2 0 1
 < < .0 F a F 3, 0 F b F 2 .
We now observe that u s 0 on V = ­ V follows from the fact that1 2
B y m I is invertible and u is a solution to the boundary value problem1 1
B u y m u s 0 in V = ­ V , u s 0 on ­ V = ­ V . 5.17 .1 1 1 2 1 2
w . .x  .We have thus shown the inclusion D B y m I B y m I ; V V ; V .2 2 1 1 1 2
w . .x  .This implies the equation D B y m I B y m I s V V ; V .2 2 1 1 1 2
 . .Finally, it is an easy task to prove that B y m I B y m I u s1 1 2 2
 . .  .  .B y m I B y m I u for any u g V V , V and any pair m , m g2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .r B = r B .1 1 2 2
LEMMA 5.2. Operators B and B are closed in X and satisfy assumptions1 2
 .  .H1 and H2 . Moreo¨er, the following equations hold:
D B s u g L p V ; W 3, p V : u s B u s 0 on ­ V = V .  . 4 .1 2 1 1 1 2
[ V V , V 5.18 .  .1 1 2
D B s u g W 2, p V ; W 1, p V : u s 0 on ­ V = V .  .  .  .2 2 1 1 2
j V = ­ V [ V V , V . 5.19 .  .  .41 2 2 1 2
Proof. First we deal with the following spectral problem for operator
1, p .B related to the Banach space W V : for any l g C and any f g1 0 1
1, p . 3, p . 1, p .W V determine a function u g W V l W V satisfying the0 1 1 0 1
equation
lu y B u s f in V , u s 0 on ­ V = V . 5.20 .1 1 1 2
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w xFrom Theorem 3.1 in 3 we immediately deduce that there exist a real
constant v and a positive constant M such that for any l with Re l G v1 0 1
1, p .  .and any f g W V problem 5.20 admits a unique solution u g0 1
3, p . 1, p .W V l W V satisfying the equation B u s 0 on ­ V and the1 0 1 1 1
estimate
y1
1, p 1 , p5 5 5 5u F M l y v f . 5.21 .W V . W V .0 10 1 0 1
w x  .Then Proposition 2.1.11 in 6 guarantees that there exists u g pr2, p1
1, p .  .such that for any l g S and any f g W V problem 5.20 isu , v 0 11 1
uniquely solvable and its solution u satisfies the estimate
y1
1, p 1 , p5 5 5 5u F M l y v f 5.22 .W V . W V .1 10 1 0 1
for some positive constant M .1
Finally, from what we have just shown we can easily deduce that the
problem
lu y B u s f in V = V , u s 0 on ­ V = V 5.23 .1 1 2 1 2
p 3, p . 1, p ..admits a unique solution u g L V ; W V l W V for any l g2 1 0 1
p 1, p ..S and any f g L V ; W V satisfying the equation B u s 0 onu , v 2 0 1 11 1
­ V = V and the estimate1 2
y1
p 1 , p p 1 , p5 5 5 5u F M l y v f . 5.24 .L V ; W V .. L V ; W V ..1 12 0 1 2 0 1
 .  .Hence, assumptions H1 and H2 hold true. Moreover, we have shown
 .  .the inclusion D B ; V V , V . Since the reverse inclusion is trivial, we1 1 1 2
 .have so derived Eq. 5.18 .
Then we deal with the following spectral problem for operator B2
p .related to the Banach space L V and depending on the parameter2
x g V :1
lu x , ? y B u x , ? s f x , ? in V , u s 0 on ­ V . 5.25 .  .  .  .2 2 2
w xWe recall that, according to the results in 1 , there exist a real constant
 .v , two positive constants M and u g pr2, p such that for any2 2 2
p .  .l g S and any f g L V , problem 5.24 admits a unique solutionu , v 22 2
 . 2, p . 1, p .u x, ? g W V l W V satisfying the estimate2 0 2
1rp
p
b pD u x , ? F M f x , ? .  .  .p L V y 2 . 2L V 2 /
< <b F2
< <y1q b r2= l y v for a.e. V . 5.26 . 2 1
< <b F2
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p .Consequently, for any l and any f g L V = V the spectral problem1 2
lu y B u s f in V = V , u s 0 on V = ­ V 5.27 .2 1 2 1 2
2, p p .. 1, p p ..admits a unique solution u g W V ; L V = W V ; L V sat-2 1 0 2 1
isfying the estimate
y2
p p5 5 5 5u F M l y v f . 5.28 .L V =V . L V =V .2 21 2 1 2
p 1, p ..Assume now that f g L V ; W V and l g S . Reasoning as in2 0 1 u , v2 2
2, p 1, p ..the proof of Lemma 5.1 we can show that u g W V ; W V l2 0 1
1, p 1, p ..W V ; W V and D u solves the spectral problem0 2 0 1 x
lD u y B D u s D f in V = V , D u s 0 on V = ­ V . 5.29 .x 2 x x 1 2 x 1 2
Hence, D u satisfies the estimatex
y1
p pD u F M l y v D f . 5.30 . .  .L V =V L V =Vx 2 2 x1 2 1 2
 .  .We have thus shown the validity of assumptions H1 and H2 and the
 .  .inclusion D B ; V V , V . Since the reverse inclusion is trivial, we2 2 1 2
 .have so derived Eq. 5.19 .
We now need to prove the following characterizations in our explicit
 .  .case of the interpolation spaces D u , p i s 1, 2 .Bi
 .  .   .LEMMA 5.3. For any p g 1, q` and u g 0, 1 _ 1r 2 p , 1r2 q
 .4  . u , p .  .1r 2 p the equations D u , p s Y V , V i s 1, 2 hold, whereB i 1 2i
Y u , p V ; V .1 1 2
¡ p 1q2u , pu g L V ; W V : u s 0 on ­ V = V . 4 .2 1 1 2
if u g 0, 1r2 q 1r 2 p . .~s
p 1q2u , pu g L V ; W V : u s B u s 0 on ­ V = V . 4 .2 1 1 1 2¢ if u g 1r2 q 1 2 p , 1 . .
5.31 .
Y u , p V V .2 1 2
u g W 2u , p V ; W 1, p V : u s 0 on ­ V = V¡  . 4 .2 1 1 2
if u g 0, 1r 2 p . .~s 5.32 .2u , p 1, pu g W V ; W V : u s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V .  .  .  .2 1 1 2 1 2¢ 4D u s 0 on V = ­ V if u g 1r 2 p , 1 . . .x 1 2
 .  .Moreo¨er, the norms relati¨ e to the two sides in 5.31 and 5.32 are
equi¨ alent.
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 .Remark 5.1. When u s 1r 2 p , condition u s D u s 0 on V = ­ Vx 1 2
w  .xmust be replaced 9, formula 5.3.3.10 by
py1 jr y D u x , y dx dy - q`, j s 0, 1, 5.33 .  .  .H x
V =V1 2
c c .  .   .  ..where r y s dist y, V V s y`, a j b, q` .2 2
 .When u s 1r2 q 1r 2 p , condition B u s 0 on ­ V = V must be1 1 2
replaced by
dx dyp
B u x , y - q`. 5.34 .  .H 1 ln x y a, b y x .V =V1 2
Proof of Lemma 5.3. First we introduce the linear operator
Ä Ä 2, p 1, p 1, pB s B , D B s z g W V l W V : B z g W V .  .  . 4 .1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
5.35 .
1, p .related to the Banach space W V .0 1
Then we observe that the following equality holds
Ä 3, pD B s z g W V : z s B z s 0 on ­ V 5.36 .  . 4 .1 1 1 1
1, p .  .since B z y l z g W V for any l g v , q` . Using the smooth-1 1 1 1 1
ness of the coefficients of B and the well-known regularity results for the1
Dirichlet problem, we derive our assertion.
  ..We now note that for any z g X cf. 5.2 the following equations hold
ÄR t , B z x , y s R t , B z ?, y x 5.37 .  .  .  .  . .1 1
B R t , B z s 0 on ­ V = V . 5.38 .  .1 1 1 2
 .Consider then the following formula with a ) max 1, v :1
q` pp u py1< < p 1 , pz s t B R t , B z dt .   ..D u , p. H L V ; W V1 1B 2 0 11 a
q` p
u py1 Ä Äs dy t B R t , B z ?, y dt1 , p . .H H  .1 1 W V0 1
V a2
p
 .s z ?, y dy 5.39 .  .D u , p , 1H ÄB1
V2
so that we have
D u , p s L p V ; D u , p . 5.40 .  .  . .ÄB 2 B1 1
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w xFinally, according to the results in 9 we can prove that
D u , p .ÄB1
¡ 1, p 1q2u , pW V l W V if u g 0, 1r2 q 1r 2 p .  .  . .0 1 1
1, p 1q2u , p~s u g W V l W V : B u jl s 0, j s 0, 1 .  .  . 40 1 1 1¢ if u g 1r2 q 1r 2 p , 1 . . .
5.41 .
 . u , p .Consequently, the equation D u , p s Y V , V is fully proved. ToB 1 1 21
 .show 5.41 we introduce the following definitions
A s L p V , A s u g W 3, p V : u s B u s 0 on ­ V . 5.42 .  .  . 40 1 1 1 1 1
w x   .  .4According to 9, Theorem 4.3.3 for u f 1r 3 p , 2r3 q 1r 3 p we get
A , A s u g W 3, p V : u s 0 on ­ V only if 3u ) 1rp , .  .  .u , p0 1 1 1
B u s 0 on ­ V only if 3u ) 2 q 1rp . 5.43 .  .41 1
 .We now introduce the following spaces E and real numbers u i s 1, 2i i
defined by
E s A , A s W 1, p V , u s 1r3, E s A , u s 1. .  .1r3, p0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
5.44 .
 .Hence, according to the definition of D u , p and the reiterationÄB1w xtheorem 9, Theorem 1.10.2 , we obtain the following formulas, which yield
 .5.41 :
D u , p s E , E s A , A s A , A .  .  .  . .  .Ä u , p 1yu r3qu , p 1q2u r3, pB 0 1 0 1 0 11
s u g W 1q2u , p V : u s 0 on ­ V , B u s 0 . 0 1 1 1
on ­ V only if 1 q 2u ) 2 q 1rp . 41
s u g W 1, p V l W 1q2u , p V : B u s 0 .  . 0 1 1 1
on ­ V only if u ) 1r2 q 1r 2 p . 5.45 .  .4 .1
We now consider the linear operator
Ä Ä 2, p 1, pB s B , D B s W V l W V 5.46 .  .  . .2 2 2 2 0 2
and the equations
ÄR t , B z x , y s R t , B z x , ? y 5.47 .  .  .  .  . .2 2
B R t , B z s 0 on V = ­ V . 5.48 .  .2 2 1 2
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They easily imply
q` p
u py 1 Ä Ä< <z s t B R t , B z dtp 1 , p .D H   ..Ä u , p , 1. 2 2 L V ; W VB 2 0 12 a
q` pu py 1 ps dx t B R t , B z x , ? .  .  .H H L V2 2 2
V a1
p
pq B R t , B D z x , ? dt .  .  .L V2 2 x 2
p
 .s z x , ? q D z x , ? dx , 5.49 .  .  .D u , p , 0  .D u , p , 0H xB B2 2
V1
 .  .where D u , p, j j s 0, 1 denotes the interpolation spaces related toÄB2
j, p . w xW V . Then we recall 9, Theorem 4.3.3 that0 2
W 2u , p V if u g 0, 1r 2 p .  . .2
D u , p , 0 s .ÄB 2u , p2  u g W V : u s 0 on ­ V if u g 1r 2 p , 1 . .  . 4  .2 2
5.50 .
 .  .From 5.49 and 5.50 we easily deduce the two following results.
  ..Case 1. u g 0, 1r 2 p . Then
z g D u , p , 0 m z g W 1, p V ; W 2u , p V .  . .ÄB 0 1 22
s W 2u , p V ; W 1, p V 5.51 .  . .2 0 1
 .with equivalence of the norms .
  . .Case 2. u g 1r 2 p , 1 . Then
z g D u , p , 0 .ÄB2
m z g u g W 2u , p V ; W 1, p V : D u s 0 on V = ­ V , .  .2 1 x 1 2
u s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V 5.52 .  .  .41 2 1 2
 .with equivalence of the norms .
u , p .  .We have thus proved the equation D u , p s Y V ; V .B 2 1 22
 .We can now prove that assumption H6 is satisfied.
 .LEMMA 5.4. If p g 1, q` the resol¨ ent set of the linear operator B q1
p 1, p ..  .B , relati¨ e to L V ; W V , contains the inter¨ al v q v , q` .2 2 0 1 1 2
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Proof. Consider the problem
B u q B u y lu s f , u g D B l D B , 5.53 .  .  .1 2 1 2
 . p 1, p ..where l g v q v , q` , f g L V ; W V ,1 2 2 0 1
D B s L p V ; W 3, p V , .  . .1 2 B 11
D B s W 2, p V ; W 1, p V l W 1, p V ; W 1, p V .  .  . .  .2 2 0 1 0 2 0 1
and
W 3, p V s u g W 3, p V l W 1, p V : B u s 0 on ­ V = V . .  .  . 4B 1 1 0 1 1 1 21
 .  .Since p g 1, q` , from 5.31 immediately derive the equation
 . p 1, p .. p p ..D 1r2, p s L V ; W V , where X s L V ; L V is the ref-B 2 0 1 0 2 11 w x  .erence space. Hence, from Theorem 3.11 in 4 with X s X and the0
 .  .  .equality B q B y lI s B y v I q B y v I y l y v y v I1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .we can deduce that, for any l g v q v , q` , problem 5.53 admits a1 2
unique solution
u g L p V ; W 2, p V l W 1, p V l W 2, p V ; L p V .  .  . . .2 1 0 1 2 1
l W 1, p V ; L p V 5.54 .  . .0 2 1
such that
B u g L p V ; W 1, p V , j s 1, 2 5.55 .  . .j 2 0 1
continuously depending on the data. Consequently, operator B q B y1 2
 .  . p 1, p .. p 1, p ..lI: D B l D B ; L V ; W V ª L V ; W V has a con-1 2 2 0 1 2 0 1
 .tinuous inverse for any l g v q v , q` .1 2
 . We have thus shown that r B q B contains the interval v q1 2 1
.v , q` .2
1, p .  1, p . 2, p ..Then we identify W V W V l W V with the closest0 1 0 1 1
p 1, p ..  p 1, p . 2, p ..subspace in L V ; W V L V ; W V l W V of all2 0 1 2 0 1 1
 .  . 1, p . functions ¨ of the form ¨ x, y s w x with w g W V w g0 1
1, p . 2, p ..W V l W V .0 1 1
 .   .  ..We now introduce the Banach algebra K s L X l L D B l D B1 2
and the linear operator
w xF u x s f y u x , y dy , x g V . 5.56 .  .  .  .H 1
V2
p9 .  .  .LEMMA 5.5. Let f g L V . Then assumptions H7 ] H10 are2
satisfied.
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 .Proof. According to formula 5.56 , F maps, respectively, X s
p 1, p ..  .  .  .  .L V ; W V and D B l D B s V V ; V l V V ; V con-2 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
1, p . 1, p . 2, p .tinuously into W V and W V l W V . These latter spaces0 1 0 1 1
 . 1, p .can be identified with X and D B , respectively, if functions in W V1 0 1
1, p . 2, p .and W V l W V are identified with the corresponding multipli-0 1 1
 .cation operators. Therefore property H7 is proved.
 .  .  .Finally, properties H8 ] H10 easily follow from 5.56 .
We deal now with the specific forms of the basic assumptions
 .  .   .  ..2.11 ] 2.19 . For this purpose first we observe cf. formulas 5.18 , 5.19
D B l D B s u g L p V = V : Dau , D bDg u g L p V = V , .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 x y x 1 2
< <0 F a F 3, b F 2, 0 F g F 1 such that u s 0 on
­ V = V j V = ­ V , B u s 0 on ­ V = V 5.57 .  .  .41 2 1 2 1 1 2
and
D B q B B . .1 2 2
s u g D B : B u g D B l D B 4 .  .  .2 2 1 2
s u , B u , B u , B2 u , B B u 1 2 2 1 2
g L p V ; W 1, p V : u s 0 on ­ V = V .  . .2 1 1 2
j V = ­ V , B u s 0 on V = ­ V [ V V , V . 5.58 .  .  .41 2 2 1 2 3 1 2
 .  .We now observe that the abstract conditions 2.11 ] 2.15 can be split in
our explicit case into two groups. We list them:
Memberships in anisotropic Sobole¨ spaces of f , u , and g.0
f g W s , p 0, T ; V V , V l V V , V .  .  . .0 1 1 2 2 1 2
l W 1qs , p 0, T ; V V , V 5.59 .  .  . .0 2 1 2
f 0, ? g V V , V , D f 0, ? g V V , V 5.60 .  .  .  .  .3 1 2 t 2 1 2
u , B u q B u g V V , V 5.61 .  .F0 1 0 2 0 j 1 2
js1, 2, 3
g g W 2qs , p 0, T ; W 1, p V l W 1qs , p 0, T ; W 3, p V 5.62 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 0 1
D g 0, ? , D D g 0, ? g W 2qs , p V , .  .  .t x t 1
B D g 0, ? , D B D g 0, ? g W 2qs , p V , 5.63 .  .  .  .1 t x 1 t 1
w g L p V ; W 1q2 sq2 p9 , p V l W 2 sq2 p9 , p V ; W 1, p V 5.64 .  .  . .  .0 2 1 2 1
w g W 2 sy2r p , p V ; W 1, p V . .1 2 1
l L p V ; W 1q2 sy2r p , p V if s g 1rp, 1 , 5.65 .  .  . .2 1
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where we have set
w [ B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0, ? 5.66 .  .  .  .0 2 1 2 0
w [ B q B y mI B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0, ? .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 0
q B y mI D f 0, ? .  .2 t
y F B y mI B q B y mI u q f 0, ? .  .  . . 2 1 2 0
yD G 0, ? y B D G 0, ? q F D f 0, ? .  .  . .t 1 t t
= L u B q B y mI B y mI u 5.67 .  .  .  .0 1 2 2 0
 .  . operator L u being defined in assumption H11 cf. the beginning of0
.Section 3 .
Consistency conditions for f , u , and g.0
f t , x , y s 0 on 0, T = ­ V = V j V = ­ V 5.68 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
B t , x , y s 0 on 0, T = ­ V = V 5.69 .  .  .1 1 2
B D f t , x , y s 0 on 0, T = V = ­ V 5.70 .  .  .2 t 1 2
u x , y s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V 5.71 .  .  .  .0 1 2 1 2
B u x , y s 0 on ­ V = V , B u x , y s 0 on V = ­ V 5.72 .  .  .1 0 1 2 2 0 1 2
g t , x s 0 on ­ V 5.73 .  .1
f y u x , y dy s g 0, x , x g V 5.74 .  .  .  .H 0 1
V2
B x , D y mI g 0, x q f y .  .  .H1 x
V2
= B y , D u x , y q f 0, x y dy s D g 0, x , x g V . 5.75 .  .  .  . .2 y 0 t 1
Consistency conditions for w and w .0 1
when s g 0, 3r 2 p y 1 : w s 0 on ­ V = V 5.76 .  . . 0 1 2
when s g 3r 2 p y 1, 3r 2 p y 1r2 : w s 0 .  . . 0
on ­ V = V j V = ­ V 5.77 .  .  .1 2 1 2
when s g 3r 2 p y 1, 3r 2 p y 1r2 : D w s 0 on V = ­ V .  . . x 0 1 2
5.78 .
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when s g 3r 2 p y 1r2, 1rp : . .
¡w s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V .  .0 1 2 1 2~D w s 0 on V = ­ V 5.79 .x 0 1 2¢B w s 0 on ­ V = V1 0 1 2
when s g 1rp, 3r 2 p q 1r2 : . .
¡w s w s B w s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V .  .0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2~D w s D B w s 0 on V = ­ Vx 1 x 2 0 1 2¢B w s 0 on ­ V = V1 0 1 2
5.80 .
when s g 3r 2 p q 1r2, 1 : . .
¡w s w s B w s 0 on ­ V = V j V = ­ V .  .0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2~D w s D B w s 0 on V = ­ Vx 1 x 2 0 1 2
2¢B w s B w s B w s 0 on ­ V = V .1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2
5.81 .
Remark 5.2. As the reader will have realised, our problem is intrinsi-
cally complex and anisotropic because of the dependence of the kernel h
on the spatial variable x, only. We can roughly simplify the previous
 .  .anisotropic assumptions 5.59 ] 5.61 by imposing the membership of our
data in suitable isotropic Sobolev spaces. Of course, they are far more
readible, but they are not the ``optimal'' ones for our problem. We list the
simplified conditions:
f , D f g W 1qs , p 0, T ; W 2, p V = V 5.82 .  .  . .x 0 1 2
D f , D D f g W s , p 0, T ; W 2, p V = V 5.83 .  .  . .t x t 0 1 2
f 0, ? , D f 0, ? g W 2q2 sq2r p9 , p V = V 5.84 .  .  .  .x 1 2
D f 0, ? , D D f 0, ? g W 2q2 sy2r p , p V = V if s g 1rp, 1 .  .  .  .t x t 1 2
5.85 .
u , D u g W 6q2 sy2r p , p V = V . 5.86 .  .0 x 0 1 2
 .  .THEOREM 5.1. Let B , B be defined by 1.5 , 1.6 , respecti¨ ely, and let1 2
 . p .  .   .  .p g 1, q` , f g L V , s g 0, 1 _ 3r 2 p y 1, 3r 2 p y2
 .  . 4  .  .1r2, 1rp, 3r 2 p , 3r 2 p q 1r2 . Let hypotheses 5.59 ] 5.65 and consis-
 .  .tency conditions 5.68 ] 5.81 be satisfied. Let u satisfy the following0
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condition for some d ) 0,
f y B q B u x , y y mu x , y dy G d ; x g V , .  .  .  .H 1 2 0 0 1
V2
5.87 .
 .where m ) max 0, v q v is the real number appearing in assumption1 2
 .  xH6 . Then there exists T* g 0, T depending on the data f , u , g such that0 0
 .  .  .for any T g 0, T* problem 1.1 ] 1.4 admits a unique solution
2qs , p p 1, pu , h g W 0, T ; L V ; W V .  .  . . 2 1
1qs , plW 0, T ; V V , V l V V , V .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 2
= W s , p 0, T ; W 3, p V l W 1, p V . .  .  . .1 1
 .Moreo¨er, the solution u, h continuously depends on the data with respect to
 .  .the norms pointed out in 5.82 ] 5.86 .
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 5.1]5.3 and from Theorems 2.1, 2.2,
 .  .and Remark 5.1, provided that we check that assumptions H7 ] H11 are
 .  .  .  .satisfied. First we note that H7 ] H10 follow from definitions 1.4 ] 1.6 .
 .  .Then we observe that H11 is nothing but 5.87 .
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